The Best Trail of 2016 Hash
3 January 2016  Hash #1706
Hares: Burning Bubbles, Cock Smitten, Ear of the Sperm
Hashers.......................................47
New Boots....................................1
Visitors.......................................10
Quadrupeds..................................3
Shiggy Rating.......................4 / 10
Beer Stops....................................2
Shot Stops....................................1
New Year, New You, 2016! With fresh memories of the New Year Eve’s Hash – or feigned amnesia, depending
on the amount and type of bodily fluid you left at Black Clap’s house – the kennel gathered in anticipation of
the bestest trail of 2016. Even wankers from West Virginia made their way to civilization for this one, despite
the bitter cold and surly attitudes awaiting them.
Very few thrills were found as the pack gathered in Blueberry Hill Park (insert groan here),
where 79 and 279 meet, located close to a decent meth lab or two. Luckily there were no
highway exits anywhere near the park, so everyone got good and lost trying to find the onout while speeding along the country roads.
Hares were away as the pack warmed up near the parking lot dumpsters.
We headed out of the park and naturally made for the closest busy
thoroughfare. Half-minds played Frogger with the speeding cars before
running off into the woods, paralleling 79 until we found a shot stop.
Ambling over the hills, we fell upon the first beer stop almost by accident. After crushing
empty beer cans, we chased our hares under the highway, through a totally safe and not at all
scary drainage pipe. The lack of clown sightings should not imply the absence of clowns.
Emerging into the light, our hares had us running through the shiggy
alongside 79, and in spite of the pack’s efforts, we made it through to the next beer stop.
Upon leaving the temperature went south, as we went north. To keep warm along the way,
some decided to defile the local church, in hope of a good smiting. Those who braved the
eagle portion of the trail split were subjected to plenty of glorious shiggy, and yet another
tunnel, this one was quite a bit longer and more cramped by comparison.
We clawed our way back up to the park just in time to freeze off both our primary and
secondary sexual characteristics while in circle. All in all, shitty trail.
Bon appétit, T-Boner
Hashers: Diamond Jim, Death Marshall, Backdoor Deposit (BFM), HLT, Masocream
(MBH3), Just Jacob, Diggie Style (MBH3), T-Bag, Spinning Midget, Turd Burglar
(MBH3), Just Doug, Black Clap, Any Cock’ll Do, Bushwacker Fudgepacker (MBH3),
Major Pecker, Tight Embouchure, Muff Warmer, Moonshine Motorboater (MBH3), Gaggle
Cock, Scrum Guzzler, Poise-N-Ivy (MBH3), Scissor Me Tinder (MBH3), Golden Showers,
Sweetums, Mac-N-Sleeze, Cream of Mushroom, Defender of Peedom, Mangurgular, Well
Drilled (MBH3), Just Patrick (MBH3), Noah, Cock in a net (MBH3), Just Brit, Lips of
Steel, No Code, WMD, Ogre Under, Wroughten, Ass Man Cometh, Buns, T-Boner,
Sherpes, Idiotic Cat Poseur, Cuffed and Battered, Fudge Packer, Moon, Transoxual

